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Acknowledgements:Thank you: Loira and Magen on  (insert main points outlined in presentation)Greetings- In Tok Pisin and English  Introduction- Angelyn Amos, I work as a Program Manager with the Gender Team at the Australian High Commission Today, I will be presenting on one of the key outcome areas of the Pacific Women program – and that is to support programs that aim to improve women's leadership and decision making opportunities I will present on activities the Australian Government is supporting through the Pacific Women program that promote women as leaders, progress toward the intermediate outcomes, our key achievement and lessons learned. 
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This map shows Women’s Leadership and Influence project locationsThose shaded in dark teal/green are the Pacific Women’s priority provincesPacific Women has supported 5 projects that primarily contributed to achieving Women's Leadership and Influence outcome. For example: In Bougainville, the Young Women's Leadership project provided young women from South and Central Bougainville leadership training and mentoring. The Women in Mining project is implemented in East and West Sepik, in the Freida River mine affected communities. The project primarily aims to improve the representation and participation of women in negotiating mining development agreements and achieve better economic and broader empowerment outcomes for women. In addition, nine other projects, even though their primary focus maybe WEE or FSV, also contribute to achieving this outcome. For example:-The Kirapim Kaikai na Market project, in Tsak Valley Enga, focuses on increasing women's knowledge about effective and sustainable farming. Most of the women who participated in family management and leadership workshops reported an increase in confidence in their leadership and management roles. This confidence helped them to solve conflicts in their families, within women’s groups and in their communities
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17 percent of this year’s spending was on projects primarily aiming to increase women’s leadership and influence. This includes a new project, called “Women Make the Change”, implemented by UN Women which has boosted our proportion of spending under this pillar since last year- where spending was at 14%. -The Women Make the Change project aim is for women to fully and effectively participate in and have equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision making in political and public life. -It will work with women interested in taking on political leadership roles at the subnational and national levels, and will also work with Member of Parliaments on gender-sensitive programming. We have representatives from UN Women here, if you wish to know more about this program. 



Key achievement 
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Since 2012, Pacific Women program has supported 1, 827 women to take leadership roles. The projects promote women as leaders: of local non-government and community service organisations, extension officers, bus drivers, community mobilisers and volunteers.- Other projects build women’s skills, confidence and experience as managers and leaders in cooperatives and the private sector, as executives in vendor associations and as representatives on landowner groups and company boards. 



Progress towards achieving Women’s Leadership 
and Influence intermediate-term outcomes

Women’s Leadership and Influence 

Community and public and private sectors have developed policies, practices and programs that support and enable women
to move into leadership roles.



More women and girls undertake leadership roles and influence decision making at community level, at local and national
government levels and in the private sector.



Key  On track to achieve outcome  Some progress made  Not on track to achieve outcome
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The Pacific Women program is on track to achieve the Women’s Leadership and Influence intermediate outcomes this yearIntermediate Outcome one focuses on policies, practices and programs that are supporting and enabling women to move into leadership roles. I will mention a few examples.-Ten women from mine-affected communities attended the Frieda River Limited Community Leaders Forum in 2018. There it was agreed that women representatives would sit on: three clan sub-committees; the Landowner’s Association ; and the board of the Representative Company. These entities are the key negotiating bodies representing the community in mine agreement-making processes. -Business Coalition for Women member companies have supported 100 women to gain a Certificate IV Leadership and Management. By the end of 2017, over 70 per cent of graduates had increased their responsibilities at work or were promoted. Intermediate Outcome 2 focuses on more women and girls to undertake leadership roles and influence decision making at community level, at local and national government levels and in the private sector. Some achievements include: -Women now hold 83 per cent of executive positions in the 14 vendor associations in the three Port Moresby markets supported by the Safe City project. -Training, experience and networking have increased the confidence and leadership skills of young women in Bougainville. The Young Women’s Associations have been incorporated in the executive and district levels of the Bougainville Women’s Federation and one young woman was elected to the board. In 2018, 36 young women took up formal leadership positions in their churches and wards and in the health, tourism and education sectors. 





Progress towards Enhanced Knowledge and 
Understanding immediate-term outcomes
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One of Pacific Women outcome areas is to enhance knowledge and understanding. Most partners achieve this outcome by : Consistently collecting and analysing data Hosting regular lunch and learn events and the Annual Learning Workshop –The program is on track to achieve the Enhance knowledge and Understanding intermediate outcomes by 2019. My two colleagues from the Australian High Commission Gender Team have presented on two of the three intermediate outcome areas – I will touch on the last intermediate outcome. The third intermediate outcome for this pillar is for innovative approaches that improve women’s lives trialled through the Pacific Women program taken up by other Australian Investments. Government departments in PNG are also taking some of the successful approaches.  There are many good examples on how we are tracking on this outcome for example. 1.) The University of Canberra’s Family Farm Teams approach has been tested, refined and evaluated with Pacific Women and ACIAR funding. It and CARE’s family-based approaches have been incorporated into other Australian subnational investments.. 2.) Pacific Women is informing the Department of Agriculture and Livestock and Fresh Produce Development Agency in the new Market for Village Farmers project. The project explicitly draws on Family Teams Approach.





Lessons learned 

1. Supporting the Government’s priorities to promote sustainable change
2. Change is not only possible, it is happening
3. It is worth investing in the development and testing of materials for use 

in low literacy contexts
4. All development efforts need to acknowledge the context of violence 

and to support their staff
5. Working with young people provides opportunities to change 

attitudes at formative stages
6. The sum of the program is greater than its component parts
7. Sustainable change depends a lot on relationships and trust
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For the last two days, you may have heard from my colleagues some of the key lessons we have learned so far. Across all the Pacific Women outcome areas.  I will only mention a few: Working with young people provides opportunities to change attitudes at formative stages -The personal growth of Sanap Wantaim youth as advocates and their success as peer influences is inspiring The tangible behaviours changes in students involved in the Gender Justice and Healing school-based program towards each other, and their teachers is heartening. Another key lesson is that Sustainable change depends on a lot of relationship and trust -Pacific Women partners demonstrating changes have developed relationship of  trust with community leaders, local government partners, and other service providers and stakeholders. 





Q&A
Women’s leadership and influence 
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Thank you everyone for your attention. I hope my presentation gave you some insight and knowledge into programs the Australian Government through the Pacific Women is supporting to improve women's leadership and influence. We'll be happy to speak anytime and we are keen to hear your feedback around how to ensure women have a voice across all our projects.If you have any question, please ask any of us from the Australian High Commission Gender team or the Pacific Women Support Unit team who will answer any of your questions. Thank you!
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